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The iconic and timeless Half Square Triangle, HST!  HSTs will be made eight at a time.  2-D chain piec-
ing will be reviewed to help keep your project organized.  
Planned colour placement using 9 prints and 1 solid fabric (shown in white) enhances the look of this 
sweet design.  There are two blocks: Block X and Block Y, which are identical except for fabric F.  There 
are three quilt sizes in this pattern.  The number of blocks does not increase for larger quilts, only the 
size of the HST increases, and therefore the size of the quilt becomes larger.  Besides cutting instruc-
tions (Step 1), all quilt sizes are constructed identically.

Before beginning, please:
1.  Read the full pattern instructions.
2.  Remember, seam allowance is always ¼”; a precise ¼“ is as valuable as a BFF.
3.  Go to briarhilldesigns.blogspot.ca to check for any corrections to the pattern.  Subscribe while 
you’re there!  :)
4. Try a test of the HST methods taught if you like, to be sure you’re confident with construction.  

You will need:
A 1/4” foot (recommended)
Bloc Loc HST ruler 2 ½” for Crib, 3 ½” for Throw, 4 ½” for Twin (recommended, but not necessary).
     

Preparation and Cutting:
Starch and press fabrics before starting to cut.  This helps to keep your blocks square, and helps keep 
fabrics from fraying.  

Step 1: 
Cut fabric.  
In addition to the HSTs there are also small squares cut from fabrics Fx, Fy, G and H in this block.  
Cut large squares needed to make HSTs and also small squares as indicated below.

Crib
Cut 7”x 7“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 2 ½”.)
Cut 2 ½“ x 2 ½“ for small squares.

Throw
Cut 9” x 9“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 3 ½”.)
Cut 3 ½“ x 3 ½“ for small squares.

Twin
Cut 10” x 10“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 4”.)
Cut 4“ x 4“ for small squares.

You will need:

  Eight-at-a-time HSTs  Small Squares 
Fabric A 4, making 32 HSTs  
Fabric B 8, making 64 HSTs
Fabric C 12, making 96 HSTs
Fabric D 16, making 128 HSTs
Fabric E 8, making 64 HSTs  & 96  
Fabric Fx      16 
Fabric Fy      16  
Fabric G      32   
Fabric H      32  
Fabric I 48 (combined with fabrics A, B, C, D, E to make HSTs) 

Step 2: 
Sew HSTs using Eight-At-A-Time HST Method

Using a pencil and straight ruler, draw a line corner to corner in both directions on the white square.  
Match up (Fabric I) white square and (Fabric A, B, C, D or E) print square right sides together.  Sew ¼“ 
away from the lines, on either side of the lines as in diagram.  (This can be done by using a 1/4“ foot 
and aligning the edge of the foot to the pencil line, or by drawing a pencil line 1/4” away from original-
ly drawn lines and stitching on these new pencil lines.)
Press to set seams, draw horizontal and vertical lines through centre of block at  2 ½” from edge.  
Using a rotary cutter and straight ruler, cut the square into four equal squares, cutting right through 
the intersection of pencil marks, then cut directly on the diagonal pencil marks.  
Open, and press the 8 HSTs with seam allowances folded toward the darker fabric.  Trim to make 2 ½“ 
(Crib), 3 ½” (Throw) or 4” (Twin) squares.  

Step 3:
Lay out HSTs and squares into blocks as in diagram, paying extra attention to direction of HSTs.  Use 
fabric Fx in half of the blocks and Fy in the other half to make Blocks X and Y. 

We will be sewing these blocks using chain piecing. We will sew without cutting threads in between 
the pieces, making columns, then we will sew these attached rows together. This is helpful especially 
because colour placement matters in this quilt, and this helps us from confusing what gets sewed to 
what.

First, we sew vertical lines.  Starting at the top left corner of your block, working on the first and 
second columns, pin the second row pieces to the first row pieces.  Stack pinned pieces in order with 
top left corner on the top, and proceed to your sewing machine.

Sew all these pieces in sequence, one after another without snipping stitches in between seams.

Finger press seams left then right, then left in a pattern.  This will allow seams to nest later on when 
you’re sewing columns together.  

Bring your work back to your layout.  Be sure to determine your top left corner of your block, so rows 
aren’t sewn together incorrectly.  Pin pieces from third column to the pieces previously sewn.  
Chain piece this column, finger press left and right as before, and back to your layout to pin on the 
fourth column’s pieces.
Continue until you’ve completed sewing all columns.  If needed, proceed to your iron to press the 
seams well.  Next is where the magic happens!

Starting at your sewing machine at the top left corner of your quilt, and with the quilt facing up, fold 
over the top row and sew the connected rows together top to bottom, matching seams and points.  

Seams will nest thanks to your previously pressed seam allowances.  Continue sewing additional rows.  
Press seam allowances in one direction. 

Blocks should measure 12 ½” for Crib, 18 ½“ for Throw and 21 ½” for Twin.  

Step 4: 
Lay out quilt and assemble.
Blocks are assembled 4 across and 4 down.  Blocks X and Y are used in turn as shown in the diagram.  
Every block Y is rotated as shown in diagram.

Give the quilt a final press from the top.  Your quilt top is finished!

Quilt sandwich assembly and finishing:
Selecting a batting is personal preference.  I suggest a 100% cotton batting for warmer climates and 
100% wool batting for cooler climates.
Make a quilt sandwich using your pieced backing, batting and quilt top.  Quilt as desired.  Trim edges 
square.
Sew 2 ¼” binding strips together end to end on a diagonal 45˚ seam.  Press in half widthwise and bind 
your quilt using your favourite method. 

I’d love to see your quilt!  Use #thornandthistlequilt, or #briarhillpatterns online to share your pictures.
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Fabric I is shown in white and 
is used with Fabrics A - E in 
all HSTs.

Please note There are two 
blocks in this quilt:  Block X 
and Block Y.  Their only 
di�erence is the use of Fabric 
Fx, and Fy.

Fabric A  -Music Box in Quiet Evening 3588-001
Fabric B  -Hope Chest in Blueberry Scone 3587-001
Fabric C  -Tapestry in Frost   3586-003 
Fabric D  -Music Box in Lace  3588-003
Fabric E  -Looking Glass in Sky  3585-001  
Fabric Fx -Trellis in Midnight Breeze 3590-001
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Fabric G -Loom in Frost   3629-002  
Fabric H -Tapestry in Blueberry  3586-002 
Fabric I  -Cotton Supreme Solids in Swan 9617-370

Batting
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Binding -Hope Chest in Crisp Morning 3587-002
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Cut large squares needed to make HSTs and also small squares as indicated below.

Crib
Cut 7”x 7“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 2 ½”.)
Cut 2 ½“ x 2 ½“ for small squares.

Throw
Cut 9” x 9“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 3 ½”.)
Cut 3 ½“ x 3 ½“ for small squares.

Twin
Cut 10” x 10“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 4”.)
Cut 4“ x 4“ for small squares.

You will need:

  Eight-at-a-time HSTs  Small Squares 
Fabric A 4, making 32 HSTs  
Fabric B 8, making 64 HSTs
Fabric C 12, making 96 HSTs
Fabric D 16, making 128 HSTs
Fabric E 8, making 64 HSTs  & 96  
Fabric Fx      16 
Fabric Fy      16  
Fabric G      32   
Fabric H      32  
Fabric I 48 (combined with fabrics A, B, C, D, E to make HSTs) 

Step 2: 
Sew HSTs using Eight-At-A-Time HST Method

Using a pencil and straight ruler, draw a line corner to corner in both directions on the white square.  
Match up (Fabric I) white square and (Fabric A, B, C, D or E) print square right sides together.  Sew ¼“ 
away from the lines, on either side of the lines as in diagram.  (This can be done by using a 1/4“ foot 
and aligning the edge of the foot to the pencil line, or by drawing a pencil line 1/4” away from original-
ly drawn lines and stitching on these new pencil lines.)
Press to set seams, draw horizontal and vertical lines through centre of block at  2 ½” from edge.  
Using a rotary cutter and straight ruler, cut the square into four equal squares, cutting right through 
the intersection of pencil marks, then cut directly on the diagonal pencil marks.  
Open, and press the 8 HSTs with seam allowances folded toward the darker fabric.  Trim to make 2 ½“ 
(Crib), 3 ½” (Throw) or 4” (Twin) squares.  

Step 3:
Lay out HSTs and squares into blocks as in diagram, paying extra attention to direction of HSTs.  Use 
fabric Fx in half of the blocks and Fy in the other half to make Blocks X and Y. 

We will be sewing these blocks using chain piecing. We will sew without cutting threads in between 
the pieces, making columns, then we will sew these attached rows together. This is helpful especially 
because colour placement matters in this quilt, and this helps us from confusing what gets sewed to 
what.

First, we sew vertical lines.  Starting at the top left corner of your block, working on the first and 
second columns, pin the second row pieces to the first row pieces.  Stack pinned pieces in order with 
top left corner on the top, and proceed to your sewing machine.

Sew all these pieces in sequence, one after another without snipping stitches in between seams.

Finger press seams left then right, then left in a pattern.  This will allow seams to nest later on when 
you’re sewing columns together.  

Bring your work back to your layout.  Be sure to determine your top left corner of your block, so rows 
aren’t sewn together incorrectly.  Pin pieces from third column to the pieces previously sewn.  
Chain piece this column, finger press left and right as before, and back to your layout to pin on the 
fourth column’s pieces.
Continue until you’ve completed sewing all columns.  If needed, proceed to your iron to press the 
seams well.  Next is where the magic happens!

Starting at your sewing machine at the top left corner of your quilt, and with the quilt facing up, fold 
over the top row and sew the connected rows together top to bottom, matching seams and points.  

Seams will nest thanks to your previously pressed seam allowances.  Continue sewing additional rows.  
Press seam allowances in one direction. 

Blocks should measure 12 ½” for Crib, 18 ½“ for Throw and 21 ½” for Twin.  

Step 4: 
Lay out quilt and assemble.
Blocks are assembled 4 across and 4 down.  Blocks X and Y are used in turn as shown in the diagram.  
Every block Y is rotated as shown in diagram.

Give the quilt a final press from the top.  Your quilt top is finished!

Quilt sandwich assembly and finishing:
Selecting a batting is personal preference.  I suggest a 100% cotton batting for warmer climates and 
100% wool batting for cooler climates.
Make a quilt sandwich using your pieced backing, batting and quilt top.  Quilt as desired.  Trim edges 
square.
Sew 2 ¼” binding strips together end to end on a diagonal 45˚ seam.  Press in half widthwise and bind 
your quilt using your favourite method. 

I’d love to see your quilt!  Use #thornandthistlequilt, or #briarhillpatterns online to share your pictures.
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Please Note:  Stitch directly through intersecting 
stitch lines to get the ideal point on your HST blocks.



The iconic and timeless Half Square Triangle, HST!  HSTs will be made eight at a time.  2-D chain piec-
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2.  Remember, seam allowance is always ¼”; a precise ¼“ is as valuable as a BFF.
3.  Go to briarhilldesigns.blogspot.ca to check for any corrections to the pattern.  Subscribe while 
you’re there!  :)
4. Try a test of the HST methods taught if you like, to be sure you’re confident with construction.  

You will need:
A 1/4” foot (recommended)
Bloc Loc HST ruler 2 ½” for Crib, 3 ½” for Throw, 4 ½” for Twin (recommended, but not necessary).
     

Preparation and Cutting:
Starch and press fabrics before starting to cut.  This helps to keep your blocks square, and helps keep 
fabrics from fraying.  

Step 1: 
Cut fabric.  
In addition to the HSTs there are also small squares cut from fabrics Fx, Fy, G and H in this block.  
Cut large squares needed to make HSTs and also small squares as indicated below.

Crib
Cut 7”x 7“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 2 ½”.)
Cut 2 ½“ x 2 ½“ for small squares.

Throw
Cut 9” x 9“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 3 ½”.)
Cut 3 ½“ x 3 ½“ for small squares.

Twin
Cut 10” x 10“ pcs for Eight-at-a-time HSTs.  (HSTs will be trimmed to 4”.)
Cut 4“ x 4“ for small squares.

You will need:

  Eight-at-a-time HSTs  Small Squares 
Fabric A 4, making 32 HSTs  
Fabric B 8, making 64 HSTs
Fabric C 12, making 96 HSTs
Fabric D 16, making 128 HSTs
Fabric E 8, making 64 HSTs  & 96  
Fabric Fx      16 
Fabric Fy      16  
Fabric G      32   
Fabric H      32  
Fabric I 48 (combined with fabrics A, B, C, D, E to make HSTs) 

Step 2: 
Sew HSTs using Eight-At-A-Time HST Method

Using a pencil and straight ruler, draw a line corner to corner in both directions on the white square.  
Match up (Fabric I) white square and (Fabric A, B, C, D or E) print square right sides together.  Sew ¼“ 
away from the lines, on either side of the lines as in diagram.  (This can be done by using a 1/4“ foot 
and aligning the edge of the foot to the pencil line, or by drawing a pencil line 1/4” away from original-
ly drawn lines and stitching on these new pencil lines.)
Press to set seams, draw horizontal and vertical lines through centre of block at  2 ½” from edge.  
Using a rotary cutter and straight ruler, cut the square into four equal squares, cutting right through 
the intersection of pencil marks, then cut directly on the diagonal pencil marks.  
Open, and press the 8 HSTs with seam allowances folded toward the darker fabric.  Trim to make 2 ½“ 
(Crib), 3 ½” (Throw) or 4” (Twin) squares.  

Step 3:
Lay out HSTs and squares into blocks as in diagram, paying extra attention to direction of HSTs.  Use 
fabric Fx in half of the blocks and Fy in the other half to make Blocks X and Y. 

We will be sewing these blocks using chain piecing. We will sew without cutting threads in between 
the pieces, making columns, then we will sew these attached rows together. This is helpful especially 
because colour placement matters in this quilt, and this helps us from confusing what gets sewed to 
what.

First, we sew vertical lines.  Starting at the top left corner of your block, working on the first and 
second columns, pin the second row pieces to the first row pieces.  Stack pinned pieces in order with 
top left corner on the top, and proceed to your sewing machine.

Sew all these pieces in sequence, one after another without snipping stitches in between seams.

Finger press seams left then right, then left in a pattern.  This will allow seams to nest later on when 
you’re sewing columns together.  

Bring your work back to your layout.  Be sure to determine your top left corner of your block, so rows 
aren’t sewn together incorrectly.  Pin pieces from third column to the pieces previously sewn.  
Chain piece this column, finger press left and right as before, and back to your layout to pin on the 
fourth column’s pieces.
Continue until you’ve completed sewing all columns.  If needed, proceed to your iron to press the 
seams well.  Next is where the magic happens!

Starting at your sewing machine at the top left corner of your quilt, and with the quilt facing up, fold 
over the top row and sew the connected rows together top to bottom, matching seams and points.  

Seams will nest thanks to your previously pressed seam allowances.  Continue sewing additional rows.  
Press seam allowances in one direction. 

Blocks should measure 12 ½” for Crib, 18 ½“ for Throw and 21 ½” for Twin.  

Step 4: 
Lay out quilt and assemble.
Blocks are assembled 4 across and 4 down.  Blocks X and Y are used in turn as shown in the diagram.  
Every block Y is rotated as shown in diagram.

Give the quilt a final press from the top.  Your quilt top is finished!

Quilt sandwich assembly and finishing:
Selecting a batting is personal preference.  I suggest a 100% cotton batting for warmer climates and 
100% wool batting for cooler climates.
Make a quilt sandwich using your pieced backing, batting and quilt top.  Quilt as desired.  Trim edges 
square.
Sew 2 ¼” binding strips together end to end on a diagonal 45˚ seam.  Press in half widthwise and bind 
your quilt using your favourite method. 

I’d love to see your quilt!  Use #thornandthistlequilt, or #briarhillpatterns online to share your pictures.
All rights reserved.  No part of this work may be reproduced 
or shared in any form.  The purchaser may make copies only 
for their own personal/household use.  While every e�ort 
has been made to ensure accuracy in compiling this 
publication, the author accepts no responsibility for errors 
or omissions, but welcomes suggestions for future editions.
Julia Wentzell
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Sew blocks into rows.

Rows 1 and 3: press 
seam allowance to 
the left.

Rows 2 and 4: Press 
seam allowance to 
the right.

Sew these four rows 
together.

X

X

Y X Y

Y X Y

X

X

Y X Y

Y X Y
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